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The rapid development of cyber-physical sys-
tems (CPS) had a tremendous impact on hu-
man behavior and interactions. With human in-
volvement, CPS has naturally evolved into cyber-
physical social systems (CPSS) [1]. The top five
technology breakthroughs of 2013 were closely re-
lated to CPSS and peripherals according to McK-
insey’s report [2].

CPSS takes full account of crowd intelligence,
and requires effective integration of data, in-
formation and knowledge from diverse dimen-
sions of computing, networking, physical/social
systems, etc., all with the purpose to integrate
and analyze complex human behaviors. Thus,
data/information/knowledge processing in CPSS
based systems is challenging: not only do we need
to solve massive, high-dimensional and noisy data
problems, but also need to deal with further diffi-
culties originating from data uncertainty, inconsis-
tency, heterogeneity and spatio-temporal effects.
With these challenges, the effective integration
of distributed data mining, network data mining,
data fusion, spatio-temporal reasoning and many
other artificial intelligence methods is expected
to play important roles. In this paper, we ex-
emplify such integration in CPSS by using intel-
ligent health-care computing in patient-oriented

systems.

Current data analysis methods mostly require
the entire input data, not suitable for handling
large-scale, distributed, decentralizd, and tem-
poral data sets, which often characterize CPSS.
Therefore, the integration of big and complex data
sets is crucial. We believe that distributed data
mining is one of the key areas, and suggest two
basic strategies in this regard: divide-and-conquer
and self-organization. For example, in applications
with a large number of variables, which can be
pair-wise correlated or independent to some degree
or none, we can divide variables into different sets
based on their associative relationships, then apply
traditional techniques independently and merge
the distributed results. Alternatively, one can take
advantage of multi-agent systems, and build a self-
organized, adaptive, and distributed data process-
ing system, where agents in different CPSS com-
ponents can gather and process local information
and communicate through networks as well as col-
laborative protocols. By using multi-agent sys-
tems, locally collected and possibly hidden infor-
mation can be effectively utilized in discovering
global knowledge patterns.

To solve complex problems in the real world,
humans play a leading role. It has been controver-
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sial whether to describe intelligent behaviors by
structure based methods or statistics based meth-
ods, the former of which emphasizes knowledge
based methods and the latter focuses on machine
learning techniques. Here another integration is-
sue arises, which is to integrate structure based
and learning based knowledge with human involve-
ment. We argue that only with effective integra-
tion, one could reach the ambitious goal of using
CPSS to tackle complex problems. As an example,
the interdisciplinary research on graphical models
and probabilistic methods is a good candidate for
such integration. Not only does it take into ac-
count the structured knowledge (i.e., easy to un-
derstand), statistical meaning and causal relation-
ships, but it also has the potential to handle mas-
sive amounts of data [3]. Probabilistic graphical
models (PGMs) can be decomposed into “smaller
and simpler” problems using conditional indepen-
dence, hence they provide a fundamental toolbox
and theoretical basis for distributed data mining
using divide and conquer strategy. Currently, we
are facing two major challenges when using prob-
abilistic graphical models in CPSS: First, most
learning and reasoning problems are NP-hard, re-
quiring exponential growth of computing capabili-
ties with a large number of variables; Second, there
is a gap between learning and reasoning in PGMs,
which may result in a huge waste of time spent
in computation. For the first challenge, we need
to tackle the curse of dimensionality and to adopt
and integrate diverse reasoning algorithms in both
online and offline scenarios. For the second chal-
lenge, we suggest combined and integrative frame-
work in learning and reasoning phases for building
a practical model [4].

CPSS comprises a wide variety of networks,
including communication networks, control net-
works, computation networks and social networks,
etc. In order to gain deep understanding of the
system behaviors, one needs to analyze these net-
works and the data generated by them [5]. This
highlights the importance of network mining and
analysis in CPSS research. Taking four key ele-
ments of CPSS (society, control, communication,
and computation) into account, we highlight the
following research areas and questions: (1) Social
network analysis, i.e., how do individuals compete
and collaborate, and how does the information
flow through networks? (2) Control network anal-
ysis, i.e., what types of network are controllable
and how should they be controlled? (3) Communi-
cation network analysis, i.e., how should we build
effective and robust communication networks? (4)
Computation network analysis, i.e., how does the
microscopic behavior affect macroscopic behavior?

(5) Multiplex network analysis, i.e., how should we
collaboratively analyze and integrate different net-
works in CPSS?

Overall, network mining and analysis is multi-
disciplinary in nature. Therefore, to answer the
above questions, cross-area efforts must be pur-
sued in both inter (physics, sociology, and mathe-
matics, etc.) and intra (graph theory, probabilis-
tic methods, and distributed data processing, etc.)
computer science fields.

Intelligent health care computing (IHCC) is a
typical and significant application of CPSS. From
technical aspects, building IHCC becomes techni-
cally mature after 20 years of research and de-
velopment in machine learning and data mining.
Furthermore, information technologies and crowd
knowledge bases become influential with the wide
deployment of cloud platforms. Among these, our
aim is clear: we need to bridge the gap between in-
telligent human behavior and machine intelligence.

Providing better treatment for patients is one of
the major goals of IHCC. IHCC involves three ma-
jor steps in providing intelligent diagnosis: first,
patients consult experts; second, experts give ad-
vice with comprehensive knowledge bases and in-
telligent diagnostic systems; and finally, knowledge
and data are consolidated for conclusive diagnoses
and treatments. Data fusion is demanded in the
last two steps. It is practically effective when using
multiple sources of data and different knowledge
bases in designing intelligent health care systems.
Needless to mention, knowledge consolidation is a
critical phase to safe-guard effective data fusion
process in the last two steps [6].

IHCC consists of three major components.
Firstly, the system requires shared and high-
performance computing environment, including
Internet technologies, medical equipments, sensor
networks and cloud computing platforms. Sec-
ondly, IHCC demands effective data integration
of domain knowledge bases and representation, as
well as reasoning (under uncertainty) methods.
Thirdly, the system includes patient profiles, com-
prehensive diagnoses and treatment history, tar-
geted expert knowledge bases, aiming to providing
intelligent systems, such as data retrieval system
and intelligent diagnostic solutions.

CPSS-based health care computing is still in
its infancy with substantial challenges, and we
hope the system can improve the health care sys-
tems in China: patients can have a systemic way
of seeking expert advice. By directing patients
to the right Medical Doctors and providing them
with the right treatments, medical resources can
be utilized efficiently and consistently. However,
as in other CPSS applications, huge efforts are
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needed in building a large number of system com-
ponents, such as to intelligently consolidate dis-
tributed knowledge bases, to achieve decision mak-
ing and verification, and to comply different ethi-
cal standards and protocols.

Government, hospitals, doctors and individuals
are all potential IHCC users. IHCC is coordi-
nated by government on research and development
phases, in order to achieve standardization and
data/knowledge sharing protocols. Hospitals can
build customized patient databases via IHCC, and
M.Ds can use IHCC to aid their diagnosis treat-
ments. Patients can constantly consult the IHCC
through public portals in different phases regard-
less of locations for getting better diagnoses and
treatment advice.

To conclude, CPSS is an important extension of
CPS by the deep integration of computing, net-
works, and social/physical systems. Using the
health care as an example, it is clear that CPSS
is set to promote the scientific revolution and cre-
ate new computing capabilities, which provides a
tremendous opportunity for the next generation
artificial intelligence research.
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